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Across

6. not certain

8. bad behavior done openly; flagrant

10. fall suddenly

12. sleep

15. smug; self-satisfied

18. exceptionally good; outstanding

19. think

20. having or showing arrogant superiority

27. exceptionally good; outstanding

28. something that deviates from what is normal

33. perfect; wonderful; happy

34. liable to change rapidly and unpredictably for the 

worse

35. uproar; confusion

36. very thin' withered

39. unreal, unusual, strange

44. offensive to the mind

45. forced

48. read or examine carefully

50. speed the progress of

51. obvious to the mind or eye

52. slight; not obvious

53. to move about hurriedly

Down

1. marked by extreme care in treatment to details

2. confused

3. avoided

4. consume all of one's attention or time

5. arrogance

7. to imitate

9. expression of sorrow or regret

11. charity; love of mankind

13. puzzling

14. hate, despise, loathe

16. stand around without a purpose

17. damaged; destroyed

21. willing to please others

22. an excess

23. tribute; honor; praise

24. favorable, good, encouraging

25. bombard someone with

26. hallway

29. friendly

30. aggressive; ready to fight

31. go without

32. boredom

37. easily influenced

38. hope of achieving something

40. secret; mysterious

41. given to sudden changes of mood

42. satisfy

43. short pleasure trip

46. lack of respect accompanied by a feeling of 

intense dislike

47. threat or danger

49. grumpy; rude


